In a complex unital Banach algebra the numerical range of an element is a set of complex numbers which can be used to approximate the spectrum of an element. In a complex locally m-convex algebra with identity, for each element we define a set of numerical ranges and establish similar approximation to the spectrum of the element. In a normed algebra the spectrum and the numerical range of each element are bounded sets, but in a locally m-convex algebra the spectrum and the numerical ranges of an element may be unbounded. For a locally m-convex algebra with identity we characterize those elements with a bounded numerical range as an important normed subalgebra, and we discuss the relation between boundedness of the spectrum and the numerical ranges. In the normed algebra theory the study of hermitian elements, those with real numerical range, has led to the important Vidav-Palmer theory characterizing unital f>*-algebras among unital Banach algebras. We generalize the results of this theory to a characterization of 6*-algebras by numerical range.
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The numerical ranges of an element* For a complex normed algebra (A, || II) with identity 1 where || 11| -1, i.e., a complex unital normed algebra, we define the set The set D(A, || ||; 1) is a convex weak * compact subset of A! and the numerical range V(A, || ||; a) is also a convex compact subset of the complex numbers, [2, p. 16] . The properties and applications of normed algebra numerical ranges have been studied extensively and the main results are conveniently presented by F. F. Bonsall and J. Duncan in [2] .
Locally m-convex algebras, i.e., l.m.c. algebras, are examined in some detail by E. A. Michael in [4] . We call a l.m.c. algebra with identity a unital l.mx. algebra. It is our aim to extend the concept of numerical range from complex unital normed algebras to complex unital l.m.c. algebras. It is sufficient for our purpose to note that, for a given l.m.c. algebra A with identity 1 there exists a separating family of submultiplicative semi-norms {p a } on A which generates the topology and is such that p a (ΐ) = 1 for all a, [3, p. 7] . Given such an algebra, we denote by P(A) the class of all such families of seminorms on A, and by {A, {p a }) the algebra A with a particular family of semi-norms {p a }eP(A).
Given (A, {p a }), for each a let N a denote the nullspace of p a , A a denote the quotient space A/N a , and || | U denote the norm on A a defined by || x + N a \\ a = p a (x). For each a consider the natural linear mapping x ι-» x a = x + N a of A onto A a . We note that l α is the identity in A a and that ||l«|| α = 1 for each a. Michael has given the significant result that A is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the product of the normed algebras (A a , || || α ), Proposition 2.7, [4, p. 13] . Using this characterization of l.m.c. algebras we are able to generalize much of the numerical range theory for normed algebras directly to a theory of numerical range for l.m.c. algebras.
Given {A, {p a }), we define the set 2* The numerical ranges and the spectrum* In a unital Banach algebra the numerical range of an element approximates its spectrum. We now establish similar approximating relations between the numerical ranges and the spectrum of an element in a complete unital l.m.c. algebra. We recall that, given an algebra A with identity, for each aeA, the spectrum of a is defined as the set σ(A; a) = {λ: a -λ is not invertible} .
Proof. For each a let A a denote the completion of A a . We have from Corollary 5 3(a), [4, p. 22 
It follows that D λ is strictly separated from Π {V(A, {p a }; a): {p a } e P(A)} 9 and this implies that Π {V(A, {p a }; a): {p a } e P(A)} S co σ(A; a) .
3. Elements with bounded numerical range* We now establish an important set of inequalities which are generalizations of an inequality from the normed algebra theory, and we use them to characterize elements with bounded numerical range. LEMMA For the characterization of the set of elements with bounded numerical range we also use the following lemma. Together with inequality (1), this completes the proof.
Let A be a unital l.m.c. algebra. Given (A, {p a }) we can define the subalgebra
is a norm for B since {p a } is a separating family and we note that 1 e B and p(ΐ) = 1.
It can be seen from the proof of Theorem 2.3, [1, p. 32] , that if A is a complete unital l.m.c. algebra then given (A, {p α }), the normed subalgebra (B, p) is complete. However, an examination of the sequence {x n } where x n -{1, 2, 3, , n, , n, •}, in the algebra A of Example 2 below, shows that there exists an incomplete unital l.m.c. algebra A with {p a } e P{A) such that (B, p) is complete.
Given (A, {p«}), we can characterize elements with bounded numerical range as elements of (B, p). 
Hence, since V(B, p; λα) = XV(B, p; a) and V(A, {p a }; λα) = XV(A, {p a }; a)
for all λ complex, |λ | = 1, we deduce that every aeB has bounded numerical range V(A, {p a }; α). When {p a } is a directed family, both numerical ranges are convex sets so we deduce from the Krein-Milman Theorem that for every aeB
V(A, {p a }; a) = V(B, p; a) .
The following result relates boundedness of the spectrum to boundedness of the numerical range. THEOREM Proof. We note that B = A and so σ (A; a) -σ(B; a) , for every aeA.
Since A is complete it follows that (J5, p) is complete and so σ{B; a) is compact for every aeA.
However, the algebra A of Example 1 has σ(A; a) However, it is clear that (A, {p n }) is nonnormable. 4* A characterization of δ*-algebras by numerical range. A l.m.c. * algebra A is a Lm.c. algebra with a continuous involution *. We let S(A) denote the set {x e A: x = x*}, the selfadjoint elements of A. A b*-algebra A is a complete Lm.c. * algebra where there exists a family {p a } e P(A) such that p a (x*x) = p a (x) 2 for all xe A and every a, [1, p. 31] .
In a unital normed algebra (A, || ||), the set of hermitian elements H(A, || ||) is the set of elements a with real numerical range V(A, || ||; a). One of the outstanding successes of the normed algebra numerical range theory is the Vidav-Palmer Theorem [2, p. 65 ] which characterizes unital B* algebras as unital Banach algebras which have an hermitian decomposition. We now consider a generalization of this work to the characterization of unital δ*-algebras amongst the complete unital l.m.c. algebras.
We need the following property of the hermitian elements. Proof. Consider h a cluster point of H{A, {p a }) Then, for each α, h a is a cluster point of H(A a , || || α ). But by Lemma 7, [5, p. 198 [2, p. 74] , A a is a pre-J5*-algebra and so A a is a I?*-algebra for every a. Our result follows from Michael's characterization of l.m.c. algebras, Proposition 2.7, [4, p. 13] .
(iii) => ( It should be noted that this theorem gives in (v) => (iv), a converse to Theorem 2, 3, [1, p. 32] , and in (iv) => (iii), a simpler proof for Theorem 2.4, [1, p. 32] , by using numerical range techniques.
The following is an application of Theorem 6 and is a generalization of Theorem 7.6, [2, p. 71 (A, {p a }) . We have then A = H(A, {p a }) + i£Γ(A, {p«}) and by Theorem 6 we conclude that A is a 6*-algebra. Now, by Theorem 4.2, [1, p. 36] , A with the compact-open topology is also a 6*-algebra. So by Theorem 3.7, [1, p. 35] , the l.m.c. topology generated by {p a } is the compact-open topology.
In the above theorem we note that A with the compact-open topology and A with the l.m.c. topology generated by the semi-norms, must both be jF-algebras; one of these being an F-algebra is not sufficient. We are indebted to the referee for the following examples which illustrate this point. satisfies the conditions of the theorem except that A with this topology is not an jP-algebra, [4, Example 3.8, p. 19] . However, A with the compact-open topology is a Banach algebra, so it is clear that the topology generated by the family of semi-norms is not the compact-open topology. 
